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thks guys! i've just studied your figures and it was invaluable..i can't wait to get drawing again.already started! thanks for all your advise on drawing "don't use line drawing that is too close together or too far
apart". thanks for the "draw figures of the body's parts and in figures" on figure drawing if you are looking for a anatomy book to study in order to learn more about the human body in general, then this book is
not for you. this is a figure drawing book with detailed anatomy explanations, but no illustrations at all. so you have to read and draw at the same time. this is a very big book that needs a small mind to study. i
think this book is a book for those who know anatomy very well and have very own drawings of a figure. in addition, it is more of a learning experience for the reader to try to relate the steps of the methods and
techniques used in this book to the real human bodies in the correct order. if a person wants to draw the body correctly he may need a few lifetime to understand this book thoroughly. sometimes i feel i would
be better off applying the theories and tips of this book to my drawings than i'd be trying to draw them from my imagination. i would've liked to see some part of anatomy of a figure, but that's probably just a
personal preference. i have the 2nd edition and while it is a great book, this 3rd edition is much larger and better organized. the book clearly explains anatomy and anatomical perspective and anatomy when

drawing figures. the book explains anatomy in a clear and accessible way and is an invaluable resource for those who want to learn how to draw anatomical figures.
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the best book on figure drawing (and in general) i've read is one and only one: the anatomy coloring
book. you can find it at barnes and noble or amazon. please note, however, that - unlike the previous
books listed here - it's not about anatomy. it's merely about drawing. one of the absolute best, and

most helpful, figure drawing books is "drawing from life," by steve hodkinson. it's available from
amazon in paperback and also as a pdf file online. it's described as a "complete step-by-step process

to drawing figures from life." it's also very plain and easy to understand and has many self-
reinforcing and useful techniques. make your own unique coloring book! we're gonna get creative

with them's here. make sure to share this post on pinterest for a chance to win a signed copy of the
books! which one did you like the most? i love them all, but especially my beautiful style. this is a

very short book, which is a pity, because it contains so many beautiful illustrations. they are mostly
in the manner of classic art, that is to say, in the impressionist style, with the figures standing or

sitting on a background which gives the illusion of space. one of the illustrations makes use of
perspective. the main text is arranged to accompany the pictures, which is not always easy to do, for

the english is fairly poor and in some parts hardly legible. steve hodkinson is an artist of great
renown, having illustrated books by writers such as don delillo and michael connelly, and has worked
on promotional material for famous actors and musicians. he is also the author of drawing from life,
which is about drawing from direct observation. this book and his website are useful places to keep
an eye on if you are serious about trying to draw. it's an unconventional approach to teaching. you
will find the text is very simple and and the drawings are made to help you to understand what's

happening in the picture. obviously hodkinson believes in achieving the simplest, most direct
description of a subject. 5ec8ef588b
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